Environmental Dive Center

Course Pricing

CONSERVATION COURSES
All courses include PADI e-learning materials

- REACTIVATE TO PROTECT \(\text{Includes PADI Reactivate}\) $150
- 1ST TIME CONSERVATION DIVER \(\text{Includes PADI Discover SCUBA}\) $200
- ENVIRONMENTAL I \(\text{Includes PADI OW Cert,}\) $595
- ENVIRONMENTAL II \(\text{Includes PADI AOW Cert,}\) $375
- ENVIRONMENTAL III \(\text{Includes PADI Rescue Cert, without EFR}\) $395
- ENVIRONMENTAL III \(\text{Includes PADI Rescue Cert, with EFR}\) $590
- ENVIRONMENTAL DIVEMASTER \(\text{Includes PADI Divemaster Cert.}\) $1950

SPECIALTY COURSES

- EMERGENCY FIRST RESPONDER $195
- ALTITUDE $225
- NITROX- ENRICHED AIR $235
- EM. OXYGEN PROVIDER $240
- DRYSUITS $275
- DIVER PROPULSION VEHICLES $350
- FULL FACE MASK $350

Includes PADI Rescue Cert, without EFR
Includes PADI Rescue Cert, with EFR
Includes PADI Divemaster Cert.

Additional courses available upon request